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           Outbooks Newsletter- November 2020

The ongoing year has all been about adapting to the rapidly changing signs of ‘new

normal’, specially for the UK where the disruption has already been going on due to the

Brexit, MTD, and IR35 reforms. Little did we know that the COVID-19 outbreak will add to

the complexities. And one industry that has been quite actively involved in all that’s going

on in the UK is the Accounting industry. Though businesses have been receiving constant

support and advisory from the government and accounting professionals, Accountants are

finding it hard to cope up with the mounting work pressure.

At the beginning of the month, an extension of the CJRS scheme until 31 March 2021 was

announced, following which the Job Support Scheme had been postponed indefinitely. The

coronavirus has pushed the Accounting industry to rapidly accept the changes and adapt

accordingly

These are tough times where confidence and resilience will decide who comes out at the

top. In case you need our help, outsourcing your extra accounting workload, feel free to

sign up for our 10 hour free trial, or contact us at:

EMAIL: info@outbooks.co.uk

PHONE:+44 (0) 330 057 8597 

Stay Safe!

Amit Agarwal

Managing Director, UK

                          From Outbooks Blog

                         Latest Accounting News

New study reveals how accounting practices can improve businesses’ sustainability.

CJRS extension: Get the details right

Podcast: Coping with the never-ending treadmill of work

Best payroll software | Software Awards 2020 shortlist

Covid vaccine: First 'milestone' vaccine offers 90% protection

                      Upcoming Events/Webinars

Talking taboos: Mentioning the unmentionables

Day & Date- Monday, November 23, 2020Time- 09:00 to 10:00

Autumn Healthcheck: Prepare Your Clients And Practice For The Challenges

Ahead

Day & Date- Thursday, November 26, 2020 Time- 09:00 to 10:00

               Checklist/Templates for Accountants

                           What our clients say

                               About Outbooks

Outbooks is a UK based outsourcing firm enabling Accountants to outsource Accounting and

Bookkeeping services to our offshore centers in India, thereby increasing capacity at a fraction

of local cost.10+ years of experience, 4 delivery centers, 220+ team size, 100+ active customers

(accountants), Trusted, Reliable, and compliant!

                           www.outbooks.co.uk

Suite 18, Winsor & Newton Building,

 Whitefriars Avenue, Harrow HA3 5RN

info@outbooks.co.uk
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